
INTRODUCTION 
Welcome to Fire Management Maps, the Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources 

(DEWNR) interactive mapping site supporting Fire Management planning. 

This web map provides access to information relating to fire history and events, Fire Management Plan 

boundaries and planned fire related activities, as well as supporting and related data. 

Fire Management Maps support departmental Fire Management Plan (FMP) documents. It therefore 

displays data illustrating the thematic themes of the FMPs. These maps should be used in conjunction the 

FMPs by land managers and general public alike to become aware of and provide feedback on these plans. 
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INTERROGATING FIRE MANAGEMENT MAPS 
 

FIRE MANAGEMENT PLANS 
Fire Management Maps is designed to provide users with detailed information about fire history, planning 

and strategy, infrastructure and environmental data to compliment Fire Management Plan (FMP) 

documents. 

FMPs identify areas within the state that are most at risk and provide a strategic and coordinated effort to 

guide fire management activities.  

Fire Management Maps presents five mapping themes in the Layers panel to match the structure of FMPs: 

Map 1. Terrain, Tenure & Infrastructure 

Map 2. Veg Communities & Significant Species 

Map 3. Fire History 

Map 4. Fire Management & Access 

Map 5. Implementation Strategy – Proposed Burns 

 

I want to… MENU 
To simplify access to fire planning information, tools have been created to direct a user straight to the area 

and data they require. The tools are available in the I want to… menu at the top-left corner of the map 

window: 

 

Select a Fire Management Plan 
The simplest way for land managers, planners and public to directly view a FMP. 

Select the FMP from the list and the map will zoom to its extent and display the Planned Burns layer. 

To find more about an FMP, click on it in the map window to find out its name, status (Draft or Adopted) and 

a link to the FMP webpage where the full plan documents can be accessed. 

Note: this tool is also available from the Home page via the “Zoom to a Fire Management Plan” button. 

Zoom to a NPWSA Reserve and show Planned Burns 
The simplest way for managers, planners and public to directly view fire data within a selected NPWSA 

reserve.  

http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/firemanagement/Fire_Planning/Fire_management_plans


Select the NPWSA reserve from the list and the map will zoom to its extent and display the Planned Burns 

layer. 

Note: this tool is also available from the Home page via the “Zoom to a NPWSA Reserve and show Planned 

Burns” button. 

Show Rated Fauna / Flora Species Summary 
Produce a Rated fauna or flora species summary for a selected area. 

The tool prompts to draw a polygon over the required area. Once this is confirmed, a summary listing of 

rated species for the selected area is produced.  



NAVIGATING FIRE MANAGEMENT MAPS  
 

This is the initial view for Fire Management Maps. It is divided in to two areas: 

1. Map Window – the main area, showing the map. 

2. Information Panel – panel on the left section of the window, displaying layers, search results and 

other map related information.  

 

 

WINDOW NAVIGATION 
Map navigation functions in the same way as other web maps you may be familiar with, such as Google or 
Bing Maps.  

Mouse Controls 
Pan around the map by holding down the left mouse button. 
Zoom in and out by rolling the middle (roller) mouse button forwards and backwards respectively. This is a 
fast way to navigate around your map. 
Left-click to identify a feature in a fire related layer. 
Right-click to open a variety of map options. 
  



Search & Location 

Bookmarked Locations  can be used to zoom to a predefined extent. These have already been created 
for major regions across SA. The Bookmarks tool is located under the zoom tools at the top-left corner of the 
map window. 
Search for an address or place name in the search bar at the top right of the window. Click on the best result 
to zoom to the location. 
NOTE: Searches for incomplete words will not work - please only use full words and names e.g. Cocata, not 
Coca. 

Find your current location   use the tool at the top left corner of your map window to zoom to your 

current location. There are also options to track your movements, allowing you to always see where you are 

on the map - great for field operations! 

Find Me: Pans the map to your current location.  

Track Me: Tracks your location with an indicator (doesn't pan map).  

Follow Me: Follows your current location with an indicator (pans map as you move). 

Note: You will need location services enabled on your mobile device for Find... tools to function. 

LAYER CONTROLS 
Map Layers can be turned on an off in the Information Panel. Switch to the Layers panel using the icon at the 

bottom of the information panel: 

 

Map layers are organised in to themes to assist in locating 
them. 
To view the map legend, switch using the drop-down menu 
at the top right of the Layers panel (circled in red, right). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expand themes by clicking on them:  

Toggle layers on and off using the tick box - you will need to toggle on the theme before toggling layers:  

 Some layers are only visible at limited scales. This is indicated by a layer name greyed-out. Zoom to the 

visible scale of a layer by using Layer Actions (below).  

Layer actions can be accessed by clicking the arrow to the right of the file name. Current actions are 'Zoom 

to full extent' and 'Zoom to visible scale':  



The transparency of some themes can be adjusted using the slide bar:   

View symbology for a layer by expanding the legend icon on available layers:  

BASE MAPS, COORDINATES  

Base maps 
Fire Management Maps now offers a choice of base maps in the bottom left of the map window, in a similar 

manner to Google Maps. Select from: 

 Street Map (default) 

 Imagery - latest hi-res imagery, dates vary. 

o For a Topo overlay on the Imagery base layer, turn on Topographic Overlay for Imagery in the 

layer controls. 

 Topo - 1:50,000 Topographic mapping. 

 

 

Coordinates 
Next to the base map selector, you will see the cursor coordinates and coordinate system. You can change 

the coordinate system to suit your needs from the pop-up list. 

 

 

PRINT 
Print a map with a standard layout. This tool is found in the I want to… menu at the top-left corner of the 

map window. 

The following options can be used to customise your map: 

o Layout: A4 or A3 portrait or landscape.  The legend prints on a second page (ideal for 
maps with many layers turned on) 

o Output format: PDF (recommended, stores features as lines, points and polygons 
providing sharp printing), PNG or JPG (recommended for smaller file size when printing 
maps with few data layers). 

o Map Scale: Current Scale (extent may differ to what appears on screen) or Current 
Extent (may zoom in or out to fit extent on the page). 

o Title: Add a custom title for your map. 

 

METADATA 
Metadata describes important information about a layer such as its purpose, accuracy, table details and 

much more. Links to metadata are available from the Home Page of the Information Panel.  



MAP WINDOW TOOLS 
Tools for interacting with the map window are accessed via an extendable tool bar found in the 
top right corner of the map window. 

 

This is the full tool bar:  

 

 

Initial View 
A quick and easy way to zoom out as far as possible. Click the tool and the map will zoom out to 
its initial extent (full view of South Australia). 

 

Zoom In 
The Zoom In tool allows you to zoom in on any part of the map. This differs from the other zoom 
tools in that it allows you to zoom to a chosen extent by drawing a rectangle. This is useful to 
zoom to an exact area. 

To use, click and hold the mouse button to drag a rectangle that defines the area that you want to zoom in 
on. 

Previous Extent 
Return to the previous zoom extent.   

 

Identify 
Use this tool to view the attributes of a map feature – click on your chosen feature and a list of its 
attributes (information about the feature) will appear.  

o This tool is single use only - to identify a second feature, you will need to re-select the 
tool. 

o All visible layers are active – unlike previous versions of Fire Management Maps, there 
is no need to activate a layer. 

Measure 
Measure distances and areas. This drop-down tool gives options to measure these in a variety 
of forms. Click on the map window to commence measuring.  
 

When a drawing tool is selected, a new menu becomes available: 

 

 Units: select measurement units for distance (top unit) and area (bottom unit) 



 Erase: Use this tool to click on and delete an existing measurement. 
 Clear: Deletes all measurements you have drawn. 
 Preserve: When turned on, all measurement features are kept (default). When turned off, 

previous measurement features are deleted. 


